The linearization problem is the problem of finding the coefficients C k (m, n) in the expansion of the product P n (x)Q m (x) of two polynomial systems in terms of a third sequence of polynomials R k (x),
Structural Formulas for q-Orthogonal Polynomials of the q-Hahn Class

A family
y(x) = P n (x) = k n x n + k n x n−1 + k n x n−2 + · · · (n ∈ N ≥0 := {0, 1, 2 . . .}, k n 0)
of polynomials of degree exactly n is a family of classical q-orthogonal polynomials of the q-Hahn class if it is the solution of a q-differential equation of the type
where σ(x) = ax 2 + bx + c is a polynomial of at most second order and τ(x) = d x + e is a polynomial of first order.
The q-differential operator D q is defined by D q f (x) = f (q x) − f (x) (q − 1)x , x 0, q 1 and D q f (0) := f (0) by continuity, provided f (0) exists. The linearization problem is the problem of finding the coefficients C k (m, n) in the expansion of the product P n (x)Q m (x) of two polynomial systems in terms of a third sequence of polynomials R k (x),
Note that, in this setting, the polynomials P n , Q m and R k may belong to three different polynomial families. When the polynomials P n , Q m and R k are solutions of the same differential equation (2) , this is usually called the (standard) linearization or Clebsch-Gordan-type problem for hypergeometric polynomials. On the other hand, if Q m (x) = 1 in (3), we are faced with the so-called connection problem, which for P n (x) = x n is known as the inversion problem for the family R k (x). The polynomial systems that are solution of (2) form the q-Hahn tableau. These systems are contained in the so-called Askey-Wilson scheme ( [4] , [7] , [8] ). The following systems are members of the q-Hahn tableau: the big q-Jacobi polynomials denoted by P n (x, α, β, γ; q), the q-Hahn polynomials Q n (x, α, β, N ; q), the big q-Laguerre polynomials P n (x, α, β; q), the little q-Jacobi polynomials p n (x, α, β; q), the alternative q-Charlier polynomials K n (x, α; q), the little q-Laguerre/Wall polynomials p n (x, α; q), the q-Meixner polynomials M n (x, β, γ; q), the qCharlier polynomials C n (x, α; q), the q-Laguerre polynomials L (α) n (x; q), the Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials S n (x; q), the Al-Salam-Carlitz II polynomials V (α) n (x; q), the discrete q-Hermite II polynomials H n (x; q) =h n (−i x; q). The corresponding monic families will be denoted by a tilde. For these polynomial systems, the polynomials σ(x) and τ(x) of equation (2) are given in the Table 1 .
Family σ(x) τ(x)
Big q-Jacobi Since one demands that P n (x) has exactly degree n, we substitute P n (x) in the q-differential equation (2) and by equating the coefficients of x n , one gets
where the abbreviation
Equating the coefficients of x n−1 and x n−2 gives k n , and k n , respectively, as rational multiples w.r.t. N = q n of k n :
Here and throughout the paper 2 , we will use the notations N = q n and M = q m .
It can be shown (see e.g. [8] , [11] , [12] ) that any solution of (2) satisfies a recurrence equation
or equivalently xP n (x) = a n P n+1 + b n P n (x) + c n P n−1 (x)
with a n = 1
An important point is that the coefficients A n , B n and C n appearing in this formula (7) can be computed directly in terms of the coefficients of the polynomials σ(x) and τ(x), which completely characterize the second order q-differential equation (2) . Their expressions are (see e.g. [8] , [11] , [12] )
where the coefficients α n , β n and γ n are given by the explicit formulas
Now, we develop further structural identities.
Proposition 1 (See e.g. [13]). If a function y(x) is solution of (2), then Y
Proof. We recall the following identities
Applying identity (16) 
Now, using identity (15) for the first term of the right hand side of the previous relation, we get
Identity (16) 
Finally,
which proves the assertion.
A computation shows that
where
From this, we deduce that the equation
namely a recurrence equation for the family D q P n (x), is valid, and from (18) it follows that
,
where a n (a,
, are given by (9) and the explicit formulas for A n , B n and C n .
Proposition 2 (see e.g. [2] , [11] , Th.6). Assume P n (x) is a solution family of (2) . Then a structure formula of the type
is valid for P n (x).
In order to obtain those coefficientsâ n ,b n andĉ n , we use the same algorithm described in the determination of A n , B n and C n where (7) is substituted now by (20). This gives the following Theorem 3. Assume P n (x) is a monic solution family of (2) , then the coefficientsâ n ,b n , andĉ n of (20) are given by:
Note that, applying the operator D q to the equation (8), we obtain the following
Using (16) for the left hand side of (21), we get
Now, we use the structure relation (19) to get the following Proposition 4. The coefficients α n , β n and γ n of the relation (19) are linked to the coefficients a n , b n and c n of the three-term recurrence relation (8) and the coefficientsâ n ,b n , andĉ n of (20) by the following formulas:
and are given explicitly in the monic case by:
Proposition 5. Assume a family P n (x) is a solution of (2). Then a structure formula of the type
is valid for P n (x) where
and are in the monic case given explicitly by
Proof. The q-differential operator obeys the identity
so that the q-differential equation (2) can be rewritten in the form
Next, use the three-term recurrence relation (8) to get rid of the xP n (x) term and the structure formula (13) to get rid of the σ(x)D 1/q P n (x) term. The structure formula (24) is obtained by simplification.
q-Hypergeometric Representations
Of course, for all polynomials of the q-Hahn tableau, q-hypergeometric representations are well-known. Nevertheless we would like to recompute these with the methods of this paper algorithmically.
Definition 6. The basic hypergeometric or q-hypergeometric function r φ s is defined by the series
where 
are rational functions.
For the polynomial systems of the q-Hahn tableau we get Theorem 7. Let P n (x) be a polynomial system given by the q-differential equation (2) with σ(x) = ax 2 + bx + c, and τ(x) = d x + e. Then, the power series coefficients C m (n) given by
satisfy the recurrence equation
with C n (n) = 1,C n+1 (n) = 0. In particular, if c = 0, then the recurrence equation
is valid, and therefore P n (x) has the following q-hypergeometric representation up to a constant K n :
Proof. Substituting the power series (25) into the q-differential equation (2), and equating the coefficients yields the recurrence equation (26). For c = 0 this recurrence equation degenerates to a two-term recurrence equation, and hence establishes the qhypergeometric representations (28)-(30), using the initial value C n (n) = 1, C n+1 (n) = 0.
We would like to mention that the recurrence equation (26) carries complete information about the q-hypergeometric representations given in the theorem. Theorem 8. Let P n (x) be a polynomial system given by the q-differential equation (2) with σ(x) = ax 2 + bx + c, and τ(x) = d x + e. Then, the power series coefficients C m (n) given by
where m = −2, −1, 0, · · · , n and C m (n) = 0 outside the set of (n, m) such that 0 ≤ m ≤ n,with C n (n) = 1,C n+1 (n) = 0.
Proof. We first remark the following relations:
From these relations, we obtain
Next, we substitute P n (x) in the q-differential equation (2) and obtain (using the preceding relations and simplification)
Since (x; q) m is a linearly independent family, equating the coefficient of (x; q) n yields the constant
Equating the coefficients of (x; q) m+1 , yields the desired recurrence equation satisfied by the coefficients C m (n).
The above computations show that in the general case, we get a q-holonomic three-term recurrence equation for C m (n). In order to find solutions which are q-hypergeometric terms-hence satisfying a first-order qholonomic recurrence-in some specific situations, we can use a q-version of Petkovšek's algorithm (see e. g. [9] , [15] ) which was given by Abramov, Paule and Petkovšek [1] and by Böing and Koepf [5] . This algorithm can be used utilizing the qrecsolve command of the qsum package in Maple [5] .
The q-Petkovšek algorithm can be successfully used for several instances in this paper. However, this algorithm is rather inefficient and therefore not at all suitable for many of our complicated questions posed. Fortunately Horn [6] published a refined version which is much more efficient. Sprenger [16] presented a Maple implementation of this refined version qHypergeomSolveRE in his package qFPS which finds easily the q-hypergeometric term solutions of all q-recurrence equations of this paper. It is due to this algorithm that we can state all our results, especially in § 5.
In particular, we can solve the recurrence equations of Theorems 7 and 8 for all particular systems and therefore obtain the q-hypergeometric representations up to a constant K n . Here, we consider the monic cases such that by equating the highest coefficients of (25) and (31), we can recover the constant K n . This method yields 
for the Discrete q-Hermite II family.
Here and throughout the paper, the discrete q-Hermite II polynomials H n (x; q) =h n (−i x; q) are evaluated in x instead of i x.
Power and q-Pochhammer Representation
Whereas in the last section we considered the specific connection problems for Q m (x) = x m and Q m (x) = (x; q) m , in this section the opposite problems, having P n (x) = x n and P n (x) = (x; q) n , is studied.
In many applications, one wants to develop a given polynomial in terms of a given orthogonal polynomial system. In this case, handy formulas for the powers x n or/and (x; q) n are very welcome.
Structure Formulas of the Bases x n and (x; q) n .
We need the following three relations in order to solve the inversion problem.
xP n (x) = a n P n+1 (x) + b n P n (x) + c n P n−1 (x) (33) ; β n = γ n = 0.
The case (x; q) n Proposition 11. The polynomial (x; q) n satisfies (33), (34) and (35) with
(a) a n = −q −n , b n = q −n , c n = 0;
q a n a n−1 ,
; β n = q −n and γ n = 0.
Proof. (a) Since (x; q) n+1 = (x; q) n (1 − q n x), we have
from which we deduce the coefficients a n , b n and c n .
(b) First we remark that D 1 q (x; q) n = −[n] q (x; q) n−1 . Next we multiply both members of this equality byσ(x) to get
We use the three-term recurrence relation (33) to get
x(x; q) n−1 = a n−1 (x; q) n + b n−1 (x; q) n−1 .
We repeat the process to obtain x 2 (x; q) n−1 = a n a n−1 (x; q) n+1 + a n−1 (b n + b n−1 )(x; q) n + b 
and the result follows.
Remark 12.
The following structure formula
can be also important. The polynomial basis V n (x) = x n satisfies (36) witĥ
and the polynomial basis V n (x) = (x; q) n satisfies (36) witĥ
Power and q-Pochhammer Representation
Theorem 13. Let Q m (x) be monic polynomial system given by the q-differential equation (2) with σ(x) =āx 2 +bx + c, and τ(x) =d x +ē. Then, the coefficients C m (n) of the power representation
Proof. For P n (x) = x n , we substitute xP n (x) and xQ m (x) in xP n (x) = n m=0 C m (n)xQ m (x) using the three-term recurrence equations xP n (x) = a n P n+1 (x) + b n P n (x) + c n P n−1 (x),
and after an index shift, we obtain a n C m (n + 1)
Using both recurrence equations for the q-derivatives yields by the same process
In a similar way, we also get
To obtain a pure recurrence equation with respect to m, from (39), (40) and (41), we eliminate the variables C m (n + 1) and C m (n − 1) by linear algebra and substitute the coefficients of Proposition 10 to get the result.
Theorem 14. Let Q m (x) be monic polynomial system given by the q-differential equation (2) with σ(x) =āx
2 +bx + c, and τ(x) =d x +ē. Then, the coefficients C m (n) of the power representation
Proof. Here we use the structure formulas of Proposition 11 and proceed as in Theorem 13.
If we use one of the variants of q-Petkovšek's algorithm we can again solve the recurrences of Theorems 13 and 14 leading to Table 2 .
Corollary 15. (Compare [2], Table 3) The inversion coefficients of each monic polynomial systems of the q-Hahn class are given by
Connection Coefficients Using the Inversion Formulas
and by rearranging the order of summation gives
We can also use the relations to obtain a connection between two families which are not represented in the same basis. In fact, we suppose that
Little q-Jacobi where the expanding bases V j (x) and θ j (x) can be any of the polynomials x j , (x; q) j ,
From these three expansions, we obtain the representation as multiple sum
Connection Coefficients for σ(x) =σ(x)
Koepf and Schmersau [10] solved the problem to determine the connection coefficients between different polynomial systems (continuous case and discrete case) by an algorithmic approach. In this section, following the same algorithmic method, we consider the same problem for the q-case.
Here, we assume that P n (x) = k n x n + · · · denotes a family of polynomials of degree exactly n and Q m (x) =k m x m + · · · denotes a family of polynomials of degree exactly m. We want to determine the connection coefficients C m (n), (n ∈ N, m = 0, · · · , n), between the systems P n (x) and Q m (x),
We assume that C m (n) = 0 outside the above n × m region. We will denote all coefficients connected with Q m (x) by dashes.
We substitute xP n (x) and xQ m (x) in xP n (x) = n m=0 C m (n)xQ m (x) using the three-term recurrence equations
Using both recurrence equations for the q-differentials yields by the same process
In the specific case σ(x) =σ(x) one can use the same procedure to obtain
To obtain a pure recurrence equation with respect to m, from (47), (48) and (50), we eliminate the variables C m (n + 1) and C m (n − 1), by linear algebra. Using this approach, we get the following recurrence equation.
Theorem 16. Let P n (x) be a monic polynomial system given by the q-differential equation (2) 
To solve this recurrence equation, we use Horn's variant of q-Petkovšek's algorithm [6] using Sprenger's Maple implementation [16] . Otherwise we could not solve these recurrence equations and obtain their closed form solutions. With the aid of this algorithm, we obtain the following connection coefficients.
Corollary 17. The following connection relations between the classical monic orthogonal polynomials are valid: The connection coefficient betweenp n (x, α, β; q) andp m (x, α 1 , β 1 ; q) is obtained by combining the two cases: (α, β) → (α 1 , β) → (α 1 , β 1 ). In fact, we havẽ
from which we getp
Calling the coefficient of this sum a j , a decision algorithm to detect the rationality of a j +1 /a j ( [9] , Algorithm 2.1 (simpcomb)) and the use of equation (1.8.22) of [8] , these coefficients can be written in the form
Parameter Derivatives
For some applications, it is important to know the rate of change in the direction of the parameters of the q-orthogonal systems, given in terms of the system itself. By a limiting process, these parameter derivatives representations can be obtained from the results of Corollaries 17 and 18. From all the preceeding, the result follows.
Linearization Coefficients
We can always suppose
B j (m)x j , and
where P n (x),Q m (x), R l (x) are three families of classical q-orthogonal polynomials.
We then obtain the Cauchy product
A r (n)B k−r (m).
Using the inversion formula, this can be rewritten as
